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Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg (1933-2020)
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About her 56-year marriage ... and work:

"(My mother-in-law) said, 'Dear, in every good marriage it
helps sometimes to be a little deaf.' And I followed that
advice in dealing not only with my dear spouse but in dealing
even with my colleagues on the U.S. Supreme Court."

About gender equality:

"Women belong in all places where decisions are being
made. It shouldn't be that women are the exception."

On leadership:

"Fight for the things that you care about, but do it in a
way that will lead others to join you."

About her legacy:

“Someone who used
whatever talent she
had to do her work to
the very best of her
ability. And to help
repair tears in her
society, to make things
a little better through
the use of whatever
ability she has.”

2019-2020 Term
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The Court in the October 2019 Term
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Who Decides Cases?
“The Decider”
•

Justice Anthony Kennedy cast deciding
votes in some of the most important
opinions of the last decade.

•

His key vote decided cases concerning
health care, voting rights, same-sex
marriage, the travel ban, the death
penalty, and campaign finance, among
others.
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Who Decides Cases?
Chief Justice Roberts
•

In the majority in nearly every decision of the
Court – he dissented only twice.

•

When the Chief Justice is in the majority, he
also determines who writes the majority
opinions.

•

Like Justice Kennedy, his decisions crossed
ideological lines, embracing positions both
considered traditionally conservative and
traditionally liberal.
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How Cases Are Decided
COVID-19 Disrupted Court Proceedings
•

The Court suspended oral arguments in
March and April.

•

It heard 10 cases by telephonic
arguments in May.

•

The Court postponed arguments in
several other cases.
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How Cases Are Decided
Past Precedent
•

Supreme Court previously cancelled
oral arguments in 1918 in response to
the Spanish Flu.

•

The Court also cut short its argument
calendars in 1793 and 1798 in response
to yellow fever outbreaks.
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How Cases Are Decided
Live Telephonic Oral Argument
•

First time ever – live audio from
Supreme Court.

•

Despite a few minor hiccups, oral
arguments proceeded extremely well.

•

Structured questioning (opening
statements without questioning and then
questioning in order of seniority,
beginning with Chief).
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How Cases Are Decided
Kansas

West Virginia

Georgia

Texas
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How Cases Are Decided
•

•

So many important cases decided this term:
–

A 2nd Amendment case that was decided on mootness grounds;

–

A challenge to reproductive rights in which Chief Justice Roberts provided a
critical fifth vote;

–

A 5-4 decision holding that the federal government has exclusive jurisdiction
over “major crimes” committed by Native Americans on approximately 19 million
acres of land set aside as reservation in eastern Oklahoma.

–

A dispute over appointments to a board created by Congress to aid Puerto Rico;

–

An important decision interpreting the Clean Water Act decided favorably for
environmental groups.

The specialized docket.
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Trump v. Mazars USA, LLP and
Trump v. Deutsche Bank AG
Background
•
In 2019, certain House committees issued subpoenas to certain entities seeking financial information for President
Trump, his children, and affiliated business to assist each Committee in carrying out its legislative responsibilities.
•
Petitioners objected to the subpoenas arguing the House lacked a valid legislative purpose and sought the
information for a harassing purpose.
•
President Trump’s challenge failed in the lower courts:
–
–

D.D.C. found the subpoena issued by the Oversight Committee to Mazars had a valid legislative purpose because it sought
information relevant to reforming financial disclosure requirements for Presidents and Presidential Candidates; DC Circuit affirmed.
S.D.N.Y. denied request for Preliminary Injunction because the Intelligence Committee properly issued the subpoena to Deutsche
Bank as part of investigation into foreign influence in U.S. political process and the Financial Services Committee’s subpoena was
related to potential legislation on money laundering, terrorist financing, and the global movement of illicit funds; CA2 affirmed.

Holding
•
7-2 decision (Roberts, C.J.) Courts of Appeal did not “take adequate account” of the separation of powers concerns
implicated by a congressional subpoena for information from the President.
•
Court adopted a “balanced approach” instructing lower courts to consider several factors:
–
–
–
–

Whether the asserted legislative purpose warrants significant step of involving President and his papers;
Whether the subpoena is broader than reasonably necessary to support Congress’s legislative objective;
Nature of the evidence offered by Congress to establish that a subpoena advances a valid legislative purpose;
Burdens imposed on the President by a subpoena.

Dissents
•
Justice Thomas would create a bright-line rule that “Congress has no power to issue a legislative subpoena for
private, nonofficial documents-whether they belong to the President or not.”
•
Justice Alito would require the House to show more to justify the subpoenas and dissented because the terms of the
Court’s remand were inadequate.
Impact
•
Case returns to the Courts of Appeal for the court to consider the separation of power issues.
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Trump v. Vance
Background
•
As part of its investigation into “business transactions involving multiple individuals whose conduct
may have violated state law,” the NY County District Attorney issued a subpoena for documents on
Mazars USA, LLP for financial records related to President Trump and his businesses.
•
President Trump sued to enjoin the enforcement of the subpoena arguing the President has absolute
immunity from state criminal process under the Supremacy Clause.
•
S.D.N.Y. denied preliminary injunction (1) under Younger abstention and (2) President was not
entitled to injunctive relief.
•
CA2 affirmed in part because presidential immunity does not bar enforcement of a state grand jury
subpoena directing a third party to produce non-privileged material.
Holding
•
Majority Opinion (Roberts, C.J.): Court held that the President is not absolutely immune from state
criminal subpoenas seeking private papers and that the grand jury does not have to satisfy a
heightened standard of need.
•
Justice Kavanaugh, joined by Justice Gorsuch, concurred in judgment because he would require the
grand jury to meet a “demonstrated, specific need” standard.
Dissent
•
Justice Thomas agreed the President does not have absolute immunity from issuance of the
subpoena but may be immune from enforcement of the subpoena.
•
Justice Alito would apply a “heightened need” standard before a subpoena is enforced.
Impact
•
Case returns to lower court to allow President to raise legal challenges to subpoena, including
whether the subpoena was overbroad, issued in bad faith, or “would impede his constitutional duties.”
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DHS v. Regents of U. Cal., 140 S.Ct. 1891
(2020)
Background
•
Beginning in 2012, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) allowed for 2-yr forbearance of
removal.
•
In 2017, DHS permitted those with 6-mos. left on their 2-yr. DACA forbearance to apply for renewal.
New applications and other new renewals not permitted.
•
Pls. argued DHS violated the Admin. Pro. Act (APA) and Equal Protection Clause (EPC).
•
Three district courts held that DHS’s action was reviewable under the APA. Regents court held that
DHS’s decision violated EPC, and enjoined enforcement of the DHS rescission nationwide.
•
DHS sought certiorari before judgment. The Ninth Circuit affirmed the Regents district court, and
certiorari was granted.
Holdings
•
Majority Op. (Roberts, Ginsburg, Breyer, Kagan, Sotomayor) DHS’s decision was reviewable under
the APA. Unlike a mere non-enforcement policy, DACA’s creation and rescission of an immigration
program is “an action that provide focus for judicial review.” Nor did the rescission relate to any
particular removal proceedings, which are not reviewable.
•
DHS’s decision was arbitrary and capricious. Rescission was a post-hoc rationalization.
–
–
–

Reasons came nine months after rescission and after three federal courts identified flaws in the original
explanation.
DHS simply accepted the AG’s determination that DACA was illegal. But DHS failed to appreciate that
forbearance was within its discretion as an option in lieu of immediate removal. Failing to consider this option,
by itself, was arbitrary and capricious. Id. at 1907-10.
DHS should have addressed reliance interests on DACA. While the agency was not required to make
accommodations, failing to consider the reliance interests was arbitrary and capricious. Id. at 1913.
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DHS v. Regents of U. Cal., 140 S.Ct. 1891
(2020)
•

Second, Plaintiffs failed to establish a plausible inference that rescission was
motivated by animus in violation of EPC. Statements by POTUS were remote in
time and made in unrelated contexts.
Dissents
•
(Sotomayor) Statements and conduct of administration relating to Latinos sufficient
to allege an EPC claim.
•
(Thomas, Alito, Gorsuch) DACA was implemented without statutory authority and
outside the APA’s procedural rules. Because DACA was improper, the government
should not be required to provide additional policy justifications for rescission.
•
(Kavanaugh) Sec’y Nielsen’s memo was sufficient justification to rescind, represents
the official position of the agency and not lawyers in litigation, and should have been
reviewed. Congress should address the DACA issue and avoid this “relentless
litigation.”
Impact
•
Government must begin anew process of rescission for DACA, thereby delaying
DACA repeal until resolution.
•
For DACA, in any decision on rescission or forbearance, Government must take into
account reliance interests in its ultimate decision.
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US PTO v. Booking.com BV
•

Background – The Patent and Trademark office declined to register “Booking.com” as a trademark, citing its
rule that generic terms cannot receive trademark protection. Can a company trademark a generic word with
a commonly used domain, e.g., generic.com?

•

Holding – 8-1 decision (Ginsburg, J.), holding that Booking.com is not a generic term because it is not
perceived by consumers as such, and therefore may be registered as a trademark: “Because Booking.com is
not a generic name to consumers, it is not generic.”

•

Dissent - Justice Breyer would have held that combining a generic term with a domain would only yield a
generic composite that would not qualify for trademark protection. He expressed concern about abuses by
entities seeking to get around prohibitions on generic trademarks by simply adding “.com” to otherwise
generic names.

•

Impact – Increases the likelihood of successfully trademarking domain names while likely decreasing denials
of trademark protections for companies using domain names because the company’s name is generic.
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Chiafalo v. Washington
Background
• Washington (like 14 other States) has a sanctions-backed pledge law that
requires electors to cast their ballot for the presidential candidate that
received the most statewide votes in the election.
• Three Washington electors violated the pledge by choosing Colin Powell
over Hillary Clinton (who won the State vote).
• The State fined each elector $1,000 for breaking the pledge.
• State court rejected elector’s challenge to the fines.
Holding
• 8-0 Decision (Kagan, J.): State can enforce elector’s pledge to support
his/her party’s nominee for President.
• Justice Thomas concurred in the judgment because, while he agreed the
State can enforce the pledge requirement, he disagrees that power is based
in Article II of the Constitution.
Impact
• States can continue to enforce a sanctions-backed pledge.
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Seila Law LLC v. CFPB, 140 S.Ct. 2183
(2020)
Background
•
In 2017, the CFPB served Seila Law with a CID.
•
Seila objected claiming the CFPB’s single-director structure was unconstitutional. Seila argued that the CFPB
violated separation of powers because it was headed by a single Director who exercises substantial executive power,
but can only be removed for cause.
•
The district court enforced compliance of the CID. On appeal the Ninth Circuit held that the CFPB’s single-director
structure did not violate separation of powers.
Holdings
•
(Roberts, Thomas, Alito, Gorsuch, Kavanaugh) The CFPB single-director structure violates the separation of powers.
•
Only two exceptions to the Presidential removal power. First, Congress may give for-cause removal protection to a
multimember, bipartisan body that performs only quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial functions, but not executive
functions. (citing Humphrey’s Executor)
•
Second, for-cause removal protection available for an inferior officer who has limited duties and no policymaking or
administrative authority. For example, the independent counsel.
•
(Kagan, Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor) Third, the single director structure was severable from the rest of Dodd-Frank,
thereby permitting the CFPB to continue to exist.
Dissent
•
(Thomas, Gorsuch) The single director structure was not severable. Furthermore, the exception of Humphrey’s
Executor is improper and should be invalidated.
•
(Kagan, Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor) For-cause removal creates a “measure of independence” and would have the
held the single-director structure was permissible.
Impact
•
The CFPB’s single director structure must be replaced by some other decision making body that comports with
separation of powers.
•
Delegation of executive powers to multi-member bodies will be challenged in the coming years, per Thomas’s
dissent.
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Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia
Altitude Express, Inc. v. Zarda
R.G. & G.R. Harris Funeral Homes, Inc. v. EEOC
•

Background – Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination “because of sex.” Both Gerald
Bostock and Donald Zarda claimed that they were fired from their jobs because they were gay. The
Courts of Appeals hearing the cases came to opposite conclusions about whether Title VII’s “because
of sex” provision applied.
The EEOC initiated the third case on behalf of Aimee Stephens after her employer fired her when she
announced that she would start living as a woman. The Sixth Circuit held that Title VII’s protections
applied.

•

Holding – 6-3 decision (Gorsuch, J.) - employment law protects gay and transgender employees
from discrimination. The majority reached this opinion on a textual analysis, noting that “because of
sex” necessarily embraces discrimination based on sexual orientation or identification.

•

Dissents - Justice Alito dissented, joined by Justices Thomas and Kavanaugh. The dissenters
acknowledged the policy arguments weighing in favor of recognizing employment protection rights but
disagreed that the Court should be deciding the question when Congress had (in their view) not
spoken clearly.

•

Impact – Many states have not passed laws protecting gay or transgender workers from
discrimination. It also leaves open questions, including the interplay of Title VII’s protections and
religious belief, such as those encountered by the Court in previous terms.
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Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-Berru
Background
•
Two teachers at a Catholic school were terminated and filed suit.
•
The schools invoked the “ministerial exception” to laws governing the employment relationship.
•
Although the district court granted summary judgment under the ministerial exception, CA9 reversed
because the employees did not have the title of “minster” or credentials of a ministerial background.
Holding
•
7-2 Decision (Alito, J.): Hosanna-Tabor recognized that the Religion Clauses foreclose certain
employment discrimination claims against religious organizations. Although the Hosanna-Tabor Court
discussed certain factors, the relevant inquiry to determine whether the ministerial exception applies
is what the employee does.
•
Although titles and religious training are relevant to determining whether an employee falls within the
exception, neither can be dispositive given the variety of approaches religious faiths take to those
issues.
•
Justice Thomas concurred to reiterate his view that the Religion Clauses require courts to defer to a
religious organization’s sincere determination that a position is “ministerial.”
Dissent
•
Justice Sotomayor dissented because the Court’s reasoning allows a teacher to be “fired for any
reason” and could permit religious entities to “discriminate widely and with impunity for reasons wholly
divorced from religious beliefs.”
Impact
•
Provided religious institutions have clear statements of their religious mission and the employee’s
role, and the employee plays a role in the religious mission, courts should apply the ministerial
exception.
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Kansas v. Glover
•

Background – Deputy Sherriff Mark Mehrer saw a 1995 Chevy 1500 driving down
the road and decided to run its plates. The information that came back showed the
owner, Charles Glover, Jr., had his driver’s license suspended. Based solely on that
information, Deputy Meher pulled the car over. The trial court granted Mr. Glover’s
suppression motion.

•

Holding – 8-1 decision (Thomas, J.), held that the stop did not violate the
Constitution and the Deputy had reasonable suspicion to stop the truck based on the
Deputy’s common sense.

•

Dissents – Justice Sotomayor argued that the majority’s reasoning elevated police
“hunches” as creating reasonable suspicion. In her view, the majority’s opinion
“paved the road to finding reasonable suspicion based on nothing more than a
demographic profile.”

•

Impact – Given past precedent, this was not a terribly surprising decision. But it
raises interesting questions identified by Justice Kagan in concurrence—what if the
car had a Lyft/Uber sticker? Does it matter what kind of car/truck/motorcycle is at
issue? And what if the officer has a record of pretextual stops without reasonable
suspicion? Can that be considered?
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Ramos v. Louisiana, 140 S.Ct. 1390 (2020)
Background
•
Ramos was charged with second degree murder, and convicted before a Louisiana jury by a vote of 10-2.
•
Under Louisiana law, non-unanimous jury verdict was permissible by a vote of 10 jurors.
Holding
•
(Gorsuch, Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor, Kavanaugh) Sixth Am. as incorporated against the states, requires that a
jury find a criminal defendant guilty by unanimous verdict.
•
History of 6AM supports unanimous jury.
•
Prior authority under Apodaca v. Oregon was overruled. Apodaca had “skimpy” authority and created the
unnecessary “functional assessment” of state laws regarding non-unanimous juries
•
Stare decisis could not prevent overruling Apodaca. Stare decisis “isn’t supposed to be the art of methodically
ignoring what everyone knows to be true.”
Concurrence
•
(Kavanaugh) Courts stare decisis jurisprudence suffers from a lack of consistent methodology and roadmap.
•
Overruling prior precedent has led to the most notable and consequential decisions of the Court. See Obergefell;
Brown v. Bd. of Educ.
•
Court should only overrule prior precedent when there are “strong grounds” or “special justification.”
•
(1) Is the prior decision egregiously wrong? (2) Has the prior decision caused significant negative jurisprudential or
real-world consequences? (3) Would overruling prior precedent unduly upset reliance interests?
Dissent
•
(Alito, Roberts, Kagan) Stare decisis requires following Apodaca. In overruling majority “cast aside” a longestablished decision with enormous reliance interests.
Impact
•
Louisiana and Oregon laws permitting nonunanimous jury verdicts unconstitutional.
•
Stare decisis likely to be focus of argument as Court reconsiders long-held precedent.
•
Edwards v. Vannoy will address whether Ramos will apply retroactively.
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Espinoza v. Montana Dept. of Revenue
Background
•
Montana Constitution’s includes a “no-aid” provision that prohibits government aid to sectarian schools.
•
Montana created a tuition assistance program granting a tax credit to taxpayers for donations to a participating
student scholarship organization.
•
The State created Rule 1 to prohibits families from using scholarships at religious schools in order to reconcile the
tuition program with the no-aid provision.
•
State court enjoined Rule 1 because it was not required by the no-aid provision as that provision applies only to
appropriations. The Montana Supreme Court reversed because the no-aid provision ”broadly and strictly prohibits
aid to sectarian schools” and invalidated the entire program under the State Constitution.
Holding
•
5-4 Decision (Roberts, C.J.): The no-aid provision that prohibits aid to church-controlled schools violates the Free
Exercise Clause because it excludes religious schools from public benefits solely because of religious status.
•
Justice Thomas concurred because the Court needs to reconsider its Establishment Clause jurisprudence.
•
Justice Alito concurred to detail the history of the Blaine amendment.
Dissents
•
Justice Ginsburg dissented because the Montana Supreme Court invalidated the tuition program, there is no violation
of the Free Exercise Clause.
•
Justice Breyer dissented because the differential treatment of religious schools is constitutional and warned about
entanglement and conflict between the Religion Clauses.
•
Justice Sotomayor dissented because the Court had nothing to decide because the Montana Supreme Court opinion
that invalidated the program on state-law grounds.
Impact
•
Between this opinion and Trinity Lutheran Church v. Comer (use of state funds to resurface a playground for a
religious institution), the Court is skeptical of exclusion of religious providers from a benefit program.
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SEC v. Liu, 140 S.Ct. 1936 (2020)
Background
•
Liu operated an EB-5 fund focused on construction of a cancer treatment center. Liu misappropriated most of the
funds.
•
SEC ordered equitable disgorgement of funds raised from investors.
•
In Kokesh, the Court previously held that disgorgement was a “penalty” for the purposes of the statute of limitations.
•
Liu therefore argued that disgorgement was not an equitable remedy because it was punitive. He further noted that
full disgorgement failed to account for legitimate business expenses of the fund and construction.
Holding
•
(Sotomayor, Roberts, Ginsburg, Breyer, Alito, Kagan, Gorsuch, Kavanaugh) Disgorgement that does not exceed a
wrongdoer’s net profits is equitable relief permissible under 15 USC 78u(d)(5).
•
Disgorgement should impose a constructive trust over wrongful gains for wronged victims.
•
Normally confined to the profits obtained by each individual defendant.
•
Should cover the gain made on any investment, when both receipts and payment are taken into account.
•
Remand to district court to determine whether any of the business expenses were legitimate.
Dissent
•
(Thomas) Disgorgement is not a traditional equitable remedy, and therefore unavailable under 15 USC 78u(d)(5).
Impact
•
SEC can continue to use disgorgement, which is a favored remedy in fraud cases.
•
Defendants can limit scope of disgorgement through establishment of legitimate expenses.
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Intel Corp. Inv. Pol’y Comm. v. Sulyma, 140
S.Ct. 768 (2020)
Background
•
ERISA requires plaintiffs with actual knowledge of an alleged fiduciary breach to file
suit within three years of gaining that knowledge. 29 USC 1113(2).
•
Post-Financial Crisis, Intel’s ERISA retirement plan funds increased investment in
alternative assets, like hedge funds, private equity funds, and commodities. These
high-cost assets led the funds to lag behind index funds.
•
Sulyma claimed that Intel had breached its fiduciary duty in making these
investments.
•
Sulyma received numerous disclosures
Holding
•
ERISA’s language on the SoL is plain an unambiguous.
•
Plaintiff must have actual knowledge of the alleged breach. Constructive knowledge
is insufficient. Mere access to information insufficient.
•
Plans can satisfy the actual knowledge requirement any number of ways, including
deposition.
Impact
•
Absent a statutory fix, ERISA plan participants will be able to more easily proceed to
discovery to establish actual knowledge for otherwise untimely claims.
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Little Sisters of the Poor v. Pennsylvania
Background
•
ACA includes a provision that “preventive care and screenings” be included without cost-sharing requirements. In
2011, Departments passed a Regulation requiring all contraceptive methods be covered without cost-sharing
requirements.
•
In Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebelius, the Court held the “contraceptive mandate” substantially burdened the free
exercise of closely held corporations.
•
In 2017, the Departments promulgated two interim rules that expanded exemptions to include objectors based on
“sincerely held religious beliefs” and for “moral” objections.
•
States objected to the new rules as procedurally and substantively invalid.
•
District Court granted preliminary nationwide injunction because States were likely to prevail. CA3 affirmed because
HHS lacked authority to craft exemptions.
Holding
•
Majority Opinion (Thomas, J.): Departments had the authority to provide exemptions from the contraceptive mandate
because ACA grants the agencies “unbridled discretion to decide what counts as preventative care and screenings”
and “identify and create exemptions.”
•
Justice Alito, J. concurred because he would also hold that RFRA requires an exemption from the contraceptive
mandate.
•
Justice Kagan concurred in the judgment because, while she agreed the statute grants authority to exempt certain
employers, she would remand to allow lower court to determine whether agencies’ rule reflects “reasoned
decisionmaking.”
Dissent
•
Justice Ginsburg dissented because ACA does not grant the agencies with authority to issue the blanket exemptions.
Impact
•
Lower courts will need to decide whether the new rules reflect “reasoned decisionmaking.”
•
Change in administration would likely impact agencies’ rules.
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2020-2021 Term
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October 2020 Cases to Watch
• Affordable Care Act – California v. Texas
• Personal jurisdiction – Ford Motor Co. v.
Montana Eighth Judicial Dist. Ct.
• Religious liberties – Fulton v. City of
Philadelphia
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Rutledge v. Pharm. Care Mgmt. Ass’n
Background
• In 2015, Arkansas passed a law requiring PBMs to raise
reimbursement rates if the drug cost fell below the
wholesale costs. Pharmacies could also appeal PBM
reimbursement rates.
• The 8th Cir. held that ERISA preempted state regulation
of reimbursement rates.
• The SG and AGs from 31 other states encouraged
SCOTUS to take cert. and reverse.
Impact
• Would make clear ability of individual state to set drug
cost reimbursement for PBMs.
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Looking Forward by Looking Back
•

Two past cases relevant to pandemic jurisprudence:
–

Jacobson v. Massachusetts (1905) – The state fined Jacobson, a Lutheran
pastor, because he refused to be vaccinated for smallpox: law upheld because
“[u]pon the principle of self-defense, of paramount necessity, a community has
the right to protect itself against an epidemic of disease which threatens the
safety of its members.”

–

Edwards v. California (1941) – The Supreme Court struck down a California
law making it a crime to bring “indigent people” into the state. California
defended the law as necessary to protect public health, among other reasons.


“It is frequently the case that a State might gain a momentary respite from the pressure of
events by the simple expedient of shutting its gates to the outside world. But, in the words
of Mr. Justice Cardozo: ‘The Constitution was framed under the dominion of a political
philosophy less parochial in range. It was framed upon the theory that the peoples of the
several states must sink or swim together, and that in the long run prosperity and salvation
are in union and not division.’” (Citing Baldwin v. Seelig, 294 U.S. 511, 523 (1935).)
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Q&A
Please submit questions via the Q&A box.
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